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• Conference themes 1 & 2

– Understanding user needs & user experience

– Discovery, use & impact

• Defining the problem space for repositories

• Repository enhancement experiments

– Longitudinal dataset & ‘sequel’ to prior work

• Using Strathprints, University of Strathclyde institutional 

repository, as case study

– Relevance for all repository software platforms

• Detailed data analysis provided in accompanying paper

Paper overview

https://strathprints.strath.ac.uk/
https://doi.org/10.17868/67963


• University of Strathclyde – Established 1796 as "place of useful 

learning" by John Anderson

– Now 21,470 FTE students & 3,200 staff

• Among 20 top research-intensive universities in the UK

• Research income 2016: £60 million

A brief institutional history!

Assessed by UK Research Excellence Framework 

(REF) to have #1 research in physics
• 3rd in Electrical & Electronic Engineering (1st in 

Scotland)

• 4th in Engineering (Aerospace, Mechanical, Marine, 

etc)

Strong outside science & engineering…

https://www.strath.ac.uk/


• Relevance of open repositories as nodes within open 

science infrastructure

– ‘Existential threats’: proprietary ‘solutions’ which are less open & 

less discoverable

• Repositories as exemplars of content exposure and 

resource discovery

– User [author] expectations surrounding search

– Repositories not static systems; the ‘rotting repository’

– COAR Next Generation Repositories synergy [1]

– Several contributions at OR2019 about visibility

• Gathering evolving evidence on discovery a necessity 

going forward

• The ‘Strathclyde’ motivation…

Repository problem space: 

motivation



• Importance of repositories in promoting open scholarly 

communication & discovery widely noted [2, 3, 4, 5, 6]

– Importance of SEO, ‘white hat’ improvements in promoting Google & 

Google Scholar indexing

– Recommendations from Acharya [7]

• Few studies have codified or evaluated visibility or discovery 

strategies

• Wider understanding about repository discoverability 

remains embryonic

• Macgregor [8, 9] – addressed this

– Encouraging evidence about positive impact of repository 

enhancements on web impact & discovery. But…

Repository discovery context



Repository

Running EPrints 3.3.13: Strathprints

https://www.eprints.org/uk/
https://strathprints.strath.ac.uk/


• Repositories with OOTB discovery support

– Aggregation, Google Scholar, SEO, etc.

• Wide variation in relative visibility of repositories, even 

across similar or same software

• Case study involved:

– ‘Improvements’ = substantive modifications to repository 

functionality

– ‘Adjustments’ = refinement of existing aspects of the repository

– Quasi repeated measure approach

• Full details of technical changes documented in prequel 

paper at Code4Lib Journal [8]

Adjusting & improving: 

Strathprints case study

https://journal.code4lib.org/articles/14180


Key technical ‘adjustments’

Modification of file-naming conventions.

“Minification” of all relevant repository files. 

Rationalisation of all CSS and Javascript (JS) files in order to remove unused 

rules and variables. 

Asynchronous loading of JS resources & CSS loading optimizations

GZIP compression

Image optimization

Migration to InnoDB as the MySQL storage engine 

Deployment of Google Data Highlighter

Key technical ‘improvements’

Repository user interface (UI) improvements. 

“Mobile first”, responsive re-engineering of repository. 

“White hat” improvements to improve to internal linking (e.g. navigation, 

hyperlink labels, etc.) and content improvements to promote user interaction. 

“Connector-lite” ecosystem implemented within repository-CRIS interactions.

@font-face

async="async"

Mobile first 

indexing –

PageRank 

[10]



• Metrics monitored to measure influence of ‘adjustments’ & 

‘improvements’

– Google Analytics (GA) (web tracking data)

– Google Search Console (search traffic data)

– IRUS-UK (COUNTER compliant usage data)

– Routine data from Strathprints itself

– Digital deposits volumes during reporting period

• Data monitored on annual basis*:

– Year up to March 2016 (Y1): baseline year

– Then: Y2 (2016/2017), Y3 (2017/2018) & Y4 (2018/2019)

• Use of alternative data snapshot compared to prior work

• Unique dataset for interrogation about visibility and 

discovery 

Data capture

* All data available under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC-BY) license at: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3146554

https://analytics.google.com/analytics/
https://search.google.com/search-console/about
https://irus.jisc.ac.uk/
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3146554


Results

CC0 - Pexels



• Web traffic & unique traffic measured using GA

• Variation on annual % traffic & unique traffic increases 

compared to prior work but…

– 65% increase in web traffic

– 69% increase in unique web traffic

– Tendency for less variation: higher mean traffic, lower standard 

deviations

• Exceeds results reported in [8, 9]

• Google as the ‘traffic funnel’ for repository usage: no 

change!

– 82% traffic coming from Google services: Google & Google Scholar

– 26% from Google Scholar (big increase but lower than OBrien et al. 

[5] )

Web traffic



• Google traffic (inc. unique 

traffic) increase = 1500% 

(approx.)

• Google Scholar = 1920%

• Attributable to low – but real –

baseline traffic in Y1?

• Exclusion of outlying data, large 

increase remains observable:

– 74% and 70% increase in referral 

and unique Google Scholar traffic 

respectively

– 67% and 69% increase in vanilla 

Google

• Exceeds growth rates observed 

in wider pool of referral sources

Web traffic: digging deeper

Fig. 1 Volume of Google and Google Scholar referral traffic , including 
unique traffic in Y1, Y2, Y3 & Y4.



• Search metrics offer appropriate measure of repository content 
discoverability

• ‘Impressions’ & ‘clicks’
– Y2 at 16% (n = 4,537,744) and 23% (n = 153,539) respectively when compared to 

the Y1 period.

• Acceleration in Y3 and Y4:
– Y3 = 69% (n = 7,687,550) and 21% (n = 185,232) increase in impressions and clicks

– Y4 = 86% (n = 14,290,059) and 61% (n = 298,020) increase

Repository 

content: 

discovery 

& usage
Fig 2 Strathprints COUNTER usage during Y1-Y4 alongside Google clicks and impressions during 

the same period.



• Total search metrics for impressions & clicks = 266% & 104% increase 

respectively

• 62% growth in COUNTER compliant downloads (Y1-Y4)

– Percentage of users referred increased at higher rate than full-text deposit

– Only 23% growth in full-text deposits (Y1-Y4)

• COUNTER growth variable but 43% between Y3 & Y4

– Cumulative effect of full-text content…?

Fig 3 Charted data on observed clicks, impressions and COUNTER usage during Y1, Y2, Y3 & Y4.



• Pearson’s correlation coefficient calculated for each reporting year

– Weak in Y1 (r = 0.11)

– Moderate positive in Y2 (r = 0.65)

– Strong by Y3 (r = 0.87) and Y4 (r = 0.97) 

• Positive correlation confirmed via t statistic 

– Y3 (t = 5.72, df = 11, p < 0.0005)

– Y4, at a far higher level of statistical significance (t = 14.30, df = 11, p < 0.0005)

• Coefficient of determination, r2 stronger in Y2 than Y1 (r2 = 0.423) – 42% of 

variance attributable to clicks but…

• Variance narrows in Y3 (r2 = 0.766) & Y4 (r2 = 0.953)

Clicks & COUNTER 

usage: what 

relationship?
Coefficient of determination (r squared) for Y1, Y2, Y3 & Y4 between clicks and 

COUNTER usage.



• Effecting change on 3rd party systems
– Controlling every variable hypothesised to influence web visibility 

impossible

– Experimental design impossible given the 3rd party constraints

• Search metric data – Search Console a necessary data 
compromise

• Additional analysis of data possible but limited by nature 
of conference paper format
– Possible expansion in any proceedings publication…?

• Conference preprint: https://doi.org/10.17868/67963

• There is always more that could be done to improve 
discovery!
– WebSub, ResourceSync, default support for schema.org, etc.

Some limitations…

https://doi.org/10.17868/67963


• Corroborates previous evaluative studies

• Persuasive steer on development of repositories in coming years

– Users and user needs…

• Importance of technical enhancements as a way to secure significant 

web impact & usage gains

– Large web traffic gains (even where outlying data removed)
• Especially large Google and GS traffic growth

– Traffic from GS demonstrated considerable growth – but as a proportion of 
total traffic small (26%?)

• OBrien et al. found  48%-66% of  traffic  from GS [5]

– Promotion of traffic from competing platforms diminishes the size of GS 

traffic improvements in this case study…? [8, 9]

• 62% growth in COUNTER usage despite lower rates of full-text deposit

• 266% & 104% growth in Google impressions & clicks

Conclusions & wrap up… 

Predictive potential of Google clicks – further work, replication with different repositories
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